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Chapter 1987
A large number of people belonging to the forces of the immortal sea area instantly
fought with the people of the forces belonging to the Blue Mountain Peak.

The two elite troops chased by Shoufeng and Shifeng immediately attacked each other
after seeing the two sides fighting.

For a time, the entire tail peak was filled with smoke, shouting and killing ceaselessly.

The game of ten thousand people, in an instant, turned into a duel.

following. Above the air, the two big cloud groups also stopped suddenly, looking at
each other in the air, but no one shot.

The previous pursuit was more of a fear of external forces taking the tomb of the gods,
and the two true gods would naturally take care of them.

Now, after discovering that they were members of the two big families, the two true gods
have formed opposites. At this time, no one is willing to make a hasty move, causing
both defeats and injuries.

In the middle of the air, Wang Suzhi shouted: “Brother. I’ll come too.”

Then he took the lead and flew directly in front of George Han. With his hands
concentrated, a green beam of light directly struck Lu Ruoxin.

With Wang Suzhi’s help, George Han turned around and killed him.

The two immediately fought with Lu Ruoxin, and the three figures met each other in the
most central position.

Wang Chuzhi is indeed worthy of being the person trusted by the Immortal Sea. Not only
is he superb medical skills, he is also extremely good at first-hand cultivation. With his
joining, George Han had the upper hand over Lu Ruoxin for a while.

However, as Lu Ruoxin’s four real bodies unfolded, even if they were as strong as
George Han and Wang Suzhi’s teaming together, it was difficult to compete for their
edge for a while. After a few attacks, the two of them became ashamed and
embarrassed.

“Damn, this lady is so fierce.” Wang Wanzhi cursed.



George Han was speechless. If she was not good, how could Laozi be chased by her
everywhere? !

“Hmph, brother, don’t panic, look at the old man!” As soon as the voice fell, Wang
Shuzhi pinched his entire hand, and a green and red gourd appeared in his hand.

Wang Chuanzhi also knew that Lu Ruoxin was so powerful that he directly sacrificed his
destiny. Buddha gourd.

This gourd is of extremely high quality, and with the special cultivation of the king, it is
very powerful.

The gourd flew into the sky, and when he opened his mouth, the two red and green
glows hit the Xuanyuan Excalibur.

Feeling this weird coldness, George Han felt a little hairy in his heart. He didn’t expect
Wang Shuzhi to have such a powerful method.

After all, the fact that he is a god of medicine is too deeply rooted in people’s hearts.

Everyone knows that he is rejuvenating, but several people have seen him rush flowers.

The corner of Lu Ruoxin’s mouth smiled contemptuously, and the Sandao Zhenbo
directly aimed at Wang Yanzhi, and the Sandao Xuanyuanjian directly confronted the
floating gourd.

As soon as the golden light collided with the two red and green lights, there was a burst
of sound, and the light of the two also instantly divided the parties, forming a
confrontation.

However, from the perspective of the situation, it is clear that Lu Ruoxin has the
advantage, the huge light began to gradually devour the red and green light, and Wang
Wanzhi under the red and green light. At this time, he couldn’t help being hideous, very
uncomfortable.

But when George Han thought that the old man was going to collapse, he saw the old
man suddenly grabbed a handful of pills from his pocket and stuffed it directly into his
mouth. Suddenly, his body was radiant, and the already weak red and green light
suddenly increased a lot.

“This old thing doesn’t have enough internal power. Come to join in?” George Han was
dumbfounded. Now the old thing is grabbing a handful of it and stuffing it directly into his
mouth, as if he doesn’t need money.

No wonder the immortal seas want to support this guy, I’m afraid there is some interest
between them.

At the very least, as a medical saint, the contents of the pill is indeed a breeze for him.



In the Bafang world, the pill is actually a kind of money in itself to some extent.

Therefore, George Han had to envy Wang Yanzhi’s ability. If he is in the immortal sea
area and needs to choose a partner, he may also consider Wang Chuanzhi.

“Miss Lu, since the sacred grave has been acquired by our people in the immortal sea
area. Why do you bother to force each other to cause a struggle between the two big
families? If this goes on, I am afraid that it will be no good for anyone, right?” Yelled in a
hurry.

“Hmph, the things from the sacred burial mound, those who are predestined to get it,
why do you say that it is yours?” Lu Ruoxin snorted coldly, and violently pulled out
another real body. The four sides are united, and they directly press on Wang Yanzhi.

boom! ! !

With a loud noise, Wang Shuzhi’s entire body’s aperture was directly reduced by nearly
three-quarters, and cold sweat broke out on his forehead.

Although Wang Shuzhi is strong. But in the face of Lu Ruoxin, who is not bad in strength
and has Xuanyuan Sword in his hands, he can even more fully transform the Four Dao
Zhenbo and George Han’s perverted trembling magical skills, and he can’t help but feel
very strenuous.

Although to some extent, Wang Yanzhi is also a pervert. After all, fighting while taking
medicine, few people can withstand such a person.

Seeing that the situation is getting more complicated, in midair. The black cloud red light
belonging to the immortal sea area was a little ready to move at this time, but
considering the purple light on the opposite side, he finally did not dare to make a rash
move.

Everyone has their own abacus. Natural wars can be quelled by the profitable side. At
least the true will of the gods is in their own side without any harm, but the side who
does not get it naturally hopes that the situation will be complicated, and wait until the
true will of the gods returns to their own hands or the hands of other forces. In short, it It
must not fall into the hands of its own enemies.

It’s just that the two true gods know each other’s strength, and once they rushed out, it
would only cause more serious consequences.

Therefore, the true gods actually have their own bottom line.

But at this time, George Han had been staring closely at midair.

He has always been worried, that is, he is afraid that if he moves the power in the sacred
tomb, it will attract the combined force of the two true gods to kill, so he has not rushed
to make a move and is always on guard.



From the beginning, he was fascinated. As I expected, the two true gods quickly killed
him, but when he reached the tail peak, the situation changed.

Because he belongs to the immortal sea. Therefore, the two true gods couldn’t work
together, but they restrained each other.

This also means that George Han’s guess is correct.

His plan was successful. He is also temporarily safe.

Therefore, the next step is to show off his power.

Although no one knows what medicine George Han sells in the gourd, at this time
George Han was already dazzled, and he roared directly.

boom! !

A golden light suddenly released from the body, and the powerful god light directly
released the golden wave, blowing across the entire tail peak.

At this time, George Han flew without wind, and when it was mid-air, the sky fire and
moon wheel in his left and right hands gathered together, and the jade sword in his hand
was above him.

“It’s time to perform real technology.” George Han smiled slightly, excited in his heart.

He was really eager to try, when he absorbed those gods, and let go of all fights, how
powerful it would be!

Chapter 1988
“This is…”

“What is this?”

“That guy…”

When being hit by a huge wave, everyone suddenly felt a strong pressure suddenly hit,
because Some people even feel that these pressures are even more terrifying than
those true gods above the sky.

It was an extremely depressing feeling. Someone was strangling your neck. It is
extremely difficult for you to even breathe.

People with a higher cultivation base also felt tremendous pressure suddenly, and Dou
Da Chou’s sweat continued to fall down his forehead.



Looking along the pressure, a group of people were dumbfounded.

At this time, George Han was like a god, shining with golden light, and accompanied by
red fire and purple electricity, and even more frightening was the surroundings of
George Han. The wind is roaring, and there are flying sand and rocks on the ground,
and a string of golden words slowly circulates around his body.

“Is this the power of the true god?” someone said tremblingly, his eyes full of fear.

Others were equally dumb, shocked by this force.

“My grass. It’s too fierce, too fierce, I love you to death, I really want to drink your blood,
take advantage of this, swallow the heart of God.” Ginseng baby is in George Han’s
arms Roared anxiously.

George Han smiled, his hands shrank fiercely, the sky fire and the moon wheel
tightened at the same time, and they mutually repelled each other in gossip gestures.
Then, the jade sword spun crazily in front of George Han.

George Han bent over, his hands in a pull-and-tack shape. Suddenly, the golden light of
the left arm turned into a bow, and the golden light of the right arm turned into a curved
string. The jade sword jumped in front of George Han, shrank obediently, and turned
into an arrow. .

“Break it for me!!!”

brush! ! !

A sword to the sky, blessed by the sky fire moon wheel, with a golden giant light
suddenly struck towards the huge golden halo formed by Lu Ruoxuan’s four Xuanyuan
swords.

During the journey, no one was shaken by the aftermath of this golden light.

boom!

With a loud noise, the two energies suddenly met.

Lu Ruoxin’s complexion was deep, and with a little effort, he directly ignored the
weakened Wang Yanzhi’s energy, and turned to face George Han’s golden aperture
with all his strength.

The two awns completely and completely met, and the jade sword suddenly stagnated
against the golden arc close to half the sky.

The two mans shine together. For a while, the light lingered, and it was even more
dazzling.



“Meng, Meng. Meng!” I don’t know who shouted.

In the next second, there was a loud hum in the air.

The golden light carried by the jade sword suddenly stopped moving and sprinted
fiercely.

boom!

There was another loud noise. The two apertures that seemed to be evenly matched
were suddenly broken by the jade sword at this moment.

boom! ! !

The aperture held by Lu Ruoxin suddenly disappeared, and the four figures of Lu Ruoxin
trembled slightly at the same time. Then, the four real bodies disappeared in an instant,
and about ten meters behind the original four real bodies, Lu Ruoxin bit his lip and held
the Xuanyuan sword. His left hand leaned back slightly.

Drops of blood flowed all the way down the arm to the sword.

Behind Lu Ruoxin. George Han’s aperture was like a flood, and it slammed in with a
force of destruction. Those elites who rushed over and fought with each other in the
immortal sea area and the top of the blue mountain were all like dead trees under the
flood, and the people who were rushed by the aperture turned their horses and
screamed again and again.

Many people were even lifted directly by the volley and swung for hundreds of meters in
the direction of the aperture. He died on the spot.

The aperture disappeared, and within a hundred meters behind Lu Ruoxin, there was no
more life. Only a place full of wolves left behind!

Everyone opened their mouths wide and couldn’t close them at all. They even forgot to
breathe in a short period of time, staring at what was happening before them.

Shock is no longer enough to describe their mood at this time.

“This…this is too horrible, right?”

“Xuanyuan Sword was broken, and the others weren’t made by humans at all.”

“So many elites from the Immortal Sea and the Blue Mountain. With a single move, he
killed it directly.”

Everyone was pale, and apparently hadn’t awakened from this shocking blow.



Wang Changzhi’s team and several other masters. The same stunned, but different
from ordinary people, their shocked eyes were also mixed with greed, especially Wang
Chuzhi, he was more difficult to conceal the desire in his heart than anyone else.

Even at this time, he already imagined that George Han in the sky was already himself.

And at that time, I will be so majestic, just like George Han now, when that time is bound
to be worshipped by thousands of people, and a battle will shock the world.

Lu Ruoxin stared fiercely at George Han who was in front of him, and the two faced
each other in the air. Set off against the two true gods in mid-air, there was a feeling of a
big king and a little king for a while.

Above the air, the figure of Ziguang Thunder suddenly couldn’t help but want to make a
move.

Just now in the chaotic situation. Although the True God’s Will is not elsewhere, he is
more calm and calm than the one in the Immortal Sea. That’s because he believes in his
Lu family.

I even believe that Lu Ruoxin is a junior who holds Xuanyuan sword.

but now. Everything was completely beyond his expectation. At this moment, bursts of
laughter came from the dark clouds on the opposite side.

Chapter 1889
“Brother Lu, the daughter of the Lu family is really extraordinary, no wonder Brother Lu
was calm just now.”

Hearing this laughter, the figure in the purple cloud looked ugly and smiled grimly :
“What? Brother Ao already thinks he has a chance to win?! You know. Although that kid
is quite capable, he is not a person in your eternal waters. He can be loyal to your
eternal waters today, and in the future, he can be loyal to the top of my blue mountain. “

Speaking of this, the figure of Ziyun couldn’t help contemptuously said: “In terms of
financial resources, your immortal seas and the top of my Blue Mountains are also
considered equal, but in terms of beauty, what can your immortal seas compare with my
granddaughter Ruoxin? “In the

dark clouds. The other person became cold all over, and soon, he smiled slightly and
said: “My immortal seas will not bother you, Brother Lu, you bother.”

“I don’t care about your affairs, but I just want to remind you. In a word, it is not certain
who will die.” There was a chuckle among the purple clouds. The next second,
disappeared in place.



And other Ziyun disappeared, dark clouds in silhouette muttered smile, seems to himself:
“I could not help my life by the day this truth, how would I know better than you?”

“Wait for it”!

“Old help ah , Your breath has appeared again, it really makes me miss it.”

After speaking, the figure in the dark cloud laughed wildly, and the next second, it also
disappeared in place.

As soon as the two true gods withdrew, the pressure on the entire end of the finger was
instantly relieved, and many people felt relieved. Can’t help but take a breath, and even
feel that the sun above his head has become much brighter for a time.

“Mystery man, awesome, you are simply my idol.”

“Mystery man, please take my knees!!”

” Haha, I know that mysterious people will not let me down, you know, because of you, I
am willing to join the forces of the immortal sea.

” “Too dazzling, so dazzling, mysterious man, I want to worship you as a teacher and
recognize you as the elder brother. “

At this time, when the pressure is relieved. The people of the forces belonging to the
immortal seas all cheered happily.

One pass ten, ten pass a hundred. Thousands of transmissions, and soon, tens of
thousands of immortal seas all cheered. Correspondingly, it is the people of the Blue
Mountain peak forces, they are downcast and dejected.

With Lu Ruoxin’s slight defeat, the outcome of the battle is clearly very clear.

The failure of the capture of the will of God also means the failure of the capture of the
totem.

The top of the Blue Mountain is not without reserve forces, but the base camp naturally
wants to guard the family’s totem.

But just when everyone on the top of the Blue Mountain lost their fighting spirit, Lu
Ruoxin looked at George Han coldly, with no intention of retreating at all.

“Do you really want to help the Immortal Sea?” Lu Ruoxin said coldly.

George Han smiled slightly. But obviously, Lu Ruoxin already knew his answer.

“I’m afraid you will regret it.” Lu Ruoxin said calmly.



George Han naturally thought it was the conditions she had set, and smiled disdainfully:
“I do things. I never regret it.”

“Because you are George Han?” Lu Ruoxin smiled slightly.

A flash of surprise flashed in George Han’s eyes. He was a little rushed by her sudden
question. He really felt that Lu Ruoxin was boring. Did George Han have a relationship
with her? !

I just played, and I can understand that I want to grab my own explosive treasure, but I
can’t beat it now. What’s the point of trying to test yourself?

Does this woman still want to harm herself?

However, George Han still couldn’t expose himself. At this time, he wondered: “Could it
be that only George Han will not regret what he has done? This is not his patent!”

“No. If it is George Han Thousands of words, he will definitely regret it.” Lu Ruoxin
smiled softly.

Those smiles were full of self-confidence. Fangfo was very sure that George Han would
regret it. However, George Han thought about it and really didn’t know where she was
confident.

Is it possible to rely on one’s own face? !

Just when George Han was very strange. Lu Ruoxin walked towards him slowly at this
time.

“Brother, be careful of that lady, that lady is very fierce. Don’t let her approach you.” On
the ground, the emperor Wang Suzhi was in no hurry and died an eunuch, for fear that
George Han would be approached by Lu Ruoxin at this time, and then be calculated.

Of course, whether he really cares about George Han, he knows best in his heart.

What he worries more is the legacy of God from George Han.

At the same time, with Wang Shuzhi’s shout, the people from the immortal sea quickly
gathered to guard against the Buddha as if it were an enemy.

Only George Han was very relaxed.

Lu Ruoxin, this woman. Although it is true that she is confident sometimes, she is not
self-confident. She is a very smart woman. Therefore, a clever and arrogant woman
disdains to do something sneaky. He didn’t have much defense against her.

Seemingly satisfied with George Han’s performance, Lu Ruoxin intentionally stopped
when he was only three steps away in front of George Han. At the same time, her



right-hand jade palm slightly opened, and above it was a human ear: “This, you do you
know it?”

Chapter 1890
Looking at this human ear, George Han frowned slightly. Is this woman a pervert?

There is a human ear in his hand!

Although human lives are like grass in the Octagonal world, no one can wander around
with personal organs. After all, these things are very separated.

However, what George Han is more worried about is who owns this ear.

Intuition told George Han that this ear should be someone related to him.

The first reflection of George Han was Xiaotao or Qin Shuang.

But he quickly ruled out this idea. Although Xiao Tao and Chu Feng did not meet again
since the Red Light Treasure Hall, Chu Feng seemed to have dismissed the original
position of the team leader of the treasure squad, and the strange way. Long together
disappeared, but George Han felt even more that they should have left by themselves.

With Xiaotao’s character and her special identity, she would not have come to join in the
fun without George Han.

As for Qin Shuang, George Han just saw her in the crowd. She was intact, and it
shouldn’t be her. What’s more, Lu Ruoxin shouldn’t know her relationship with them
now.

Most importantly, this ear does not look like a woman, but a man.

Who can this be? !

For the man related to him, George Han only thought of one person.

Qin Qingfeng!

But he shouldn’t be here, and with his life, is it really possible to threaten George Han? !

“It seems that you have forgotten your old friends.” Lu Ruoxin smiled softly, retracting
her ears, as if planning to leave: “That’s right, the so-called people go to higher places,
and water flows to lower places, some people are flying up and down. How can you
remember those friends who were born and died together? Going rich, people often
forget, people see the truth in the days of trouble, if they are really rich, their mentality
will change.”



After speaking, Lu Ruoxin turned and wanted to leave.

“Wait!” George Han suddenly called to her: “What did you just say?”

It seemed that she knew George Han would stop her for a long time. Lu Ruoxin didn’t
feel the slightest weirdness, but turned back and smiled: ” Isn’t what I said clearly
enough?”

“Which friends who were born and died before?” In George Han’s heart, there was
already a slight bad feeling at this time.

Lu Ruoxin smiled slightly: “Oh, it’s just a few bugs in Xuanyuan World. Maybe I made a
mistake. Why would you have these trash friends? By the way, I heard that they seem to
be called Mo Yang, Dao. Twelve or something.”

Upon hearing these two names, George Han gritted his teeth anxiously. To him, Mo
Yang and Dao Twelve were not brothers, but they were better than brothers! Resisting
the anger, George Han asked slightly, “What did you do to them?”

“Except for the twelve swords, they have lost one ear, and the others are living well.
However, mysterious people, they belong to George Han. Friends, what do you care
about them so much?” Lu Ruoxin couldn’t help but sneered at this moment.

Lu Ruoxin smiled sinisterly and was extremely confident. She shot more to verify
George Han’s identity, so from the very beginning, she directly matched the big move
and didn’t give George Han a chance to breathe.

Because to her, whether the mysterious person is George Han is very important, and it
directly affects whether the people in the Xuanyuan world will become the most
important ultimate magic weapon in her hands.

In fact, she was right.

From another perspective, this woman does indeed have full confidence in everything
she does and her calculations.

Even though his beauty has misguided, he has always had the strongest ultimate move
steadily waiting for George Han.

George Han gritted his teeth and shouted coldly: “Take some people from Xuanyuan
World as a threat, Lu Ruoxin, what a hero are you!”

“I have never been a hero, I am just a woman. Is it difficult for women to raise?” Lu
Ruoxin laughed indifferently.

“What do you want?” George Han said coldly.



“There are a lot of people here, and the little girl is relatively shy by nature, so we make
an appointment and we meet and talk alone.” Lu Ruoxin chuckled softly, and then,
lightly clothed, fluttering away like a fairy.

Looking at her leaving back, George Han’s fists were clenched tightly, and the anger in
his heart was even more predictable.

In George Han’s heart, Mo Yang, Dao Twelve and others are extremely heavy. Although
their cultivation is completely different from the current George Han, the degree of
affection has nothing to do with the difference in strength.

George Han always regarded them as his brothers.

But what George Han couldn’t think of was that Lu Ruoxin actually arrested them.

And as Lu Ruoxin left, the morale of the people on the top of the Blue Mountain also fell
sharply, while the Immortal Seas cheered and welcomed the victory.

“Mysterious man, awesome, mysterious man awesome!!” On the

ground, the forces belonging to the immortal seas were now directed at George Han in
the sky, put down their weapons, raised their heads, worshiped, and shouted loudly.

To them, George Han is not a true god, but in this competition, he is like a true god.

From the mysterious appearances, the jokes continued, to everyone who slapped their
faces, and now they have turned the tide, and almost used their own power to forcibly
pull the balance of victory to the immortal sea.

In a world where strength is respected, George Han’s amazing strength can naturally
attract countless people’s admiration and admiration.

But in the cheers of everyone, there are so many people, but their expressions are sad,
and they can’t wait to cramp George Han.

The spiritual master Tai and Ye Gucheng’s teeth were about to break, and they hated
George Han to the extreme.

Originally, they were expecting to be able to achieve one or two merits, so that at least
they would be able to establish prestige and gain the appreciation of the eternal waters,
which is simply a dream.

But George Han took all the credit that belonged to them in his own hands, and he didn’t
even give them the scum, which made them not annoyed.

They would never have thought about it. Without George Han, just relying on them, how
qualified can make the Blue Mountain Peak feel sad in this battle.



George Han slowly fell from the air, facing the carnival encouragement of everyone, but
he did not feel any mood at all, and his whole person was worried.

He didn’t know what medicine Lu Ruoxin sold in the gourd.

Just after George Han came down, Wang Suzhi greeted him with enthusiasm: “Sure
enough, the hero was born a boy, brother of the mysterious man, you really opened the
eyes of the old, come here, assemble the troops, arrange the formation, do a good job
Fortifications, mystery brother, you have worked hard too, take a short rest, and later,
follow me to the index finger peak pulse, tonight we will not get drunk or return.”

George Han gritted his teeth, smiled without a smile, so fast Are you ready for a banquet?
Can’t wait anymore? !

“Good!” George Han smiled.
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